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About This Game

Gauge is an experimental and minimalistic sport game.
The end does exist, can you reach it?

-----

- 5 game modes (Normal, Baby, Hard, Time, Touch)
- 23 Steam achievements

- Tons of Psychedelic effects
- Electronic music, jokes and LOLcats

-----
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Read before playing:
A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic seizures when exposed to certain light patterns or flashing

lights. If you, or anyone in your family, have an epileptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing.
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Publisher:
Neko Entertainment
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The Sniper Vr is a very very cool game also with that small touch of realism that you love, the controls are smooth and the Devs
are very responsive in trying to help you with whatever you need.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=el4PiDN5QQo
The link shows my gameplay of it and also from what i know the latest patch during the first mission i play there is 3 min where
i was needed to do something for family just skip that.
Over all 4/5 great but obvi bugs that they are working out as you read this.. Good Game :3. I'll give these guys a thumb up just
for the fact that the DLC is free, which is an insane rarity nowadays. Great job, SG!. A Very nice music maker, basic and not
overpriced. MEMES
that's all you need to know
but also, MOTION BLUR LITERALLY THE SPAWN OF SATANS ROTTEN EJACULATE ALL OVER LUCIFERS
PIMPLE COVERED♥♥♥♥♥♥SMEARED ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.. Old game but amazing art style. This game is not too hard like
other old games so it suits for new gamers. The story is pretty linear but not boring because there are some minigames that fun a
lot. I really like war chess minigame, creative and genius, though I wish it will have a few more rounds to play.. This satisfied
me for some reason. Take my money.. Good potential for a game, But is lacking content at the moment (obviously :P) I'll be
keeping my eye on this one. Very weird and illogical. "Solutions" made no sense. And not even in a cute, whimsical way. Just
lots of nonsense. Story was boring. Unclear what you're supposed to do throughout the whole thing.
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It must be a natural law that well storied point-and-click adventures have to have bad graphics to be seen as serious stuff. The
Samaritan Paradox is one of these. A resolution of 640x400 must be enough (and on D3D9 its even half size lol)

Actually you play two different stories:
One takes place is Gothenburg, Sweden in the 80ies with a murder crime scene and you as the cryptologist Ord (yeah, that's a
name) searching for three chapters of a mysterious book hidden by the victim, a famous writer. The second is the story of the
book: A medieval fantasy story with dragons and wizards. In there you are a female named Freya. Somehow there are some
parallels between the fantasy story and the real world as you can imagine.

Alltogether It's really amazing how innovative and various the riddles in this game are. Sometimes there are fast click actions
where you must hide quickly behind doors. Another times you rebuild star constellations on a dame chess board. You must find
combinations of items, transcode messages and working as a hobby detective. Highly enjoyable!

The final conclusion is, you'll see then, the irony which the samaritan paradox means. Somebody who is helping poor people in
the third world but in order to hide his illegal business activities. And someone who slayes dragons and poison people to find the
love of his/her life and pretend to the people that he/she saved them all.

In the end remains just one question: Who does seriously take care of the sea otters?. Good game. But still get it on sale
it\u2019s not worth 50 dollars
. I just Lost my Money
Dont Buy this Game ! it's really bad :/
#bad_game. This is a nice fairly casual little game. You are an alien and have to destroy cities with items such as oil slicks and
exploding cows. Generally your resources are quite limited so it more puzzly than anarchic destruction. It is fun but quite short.
The expansion pack adds more levels and weapons. The puzzles in the expansion pack are more satisfying in my opinion. You
can also create your own levels and download other peoples levels which are as variable as you would expect from user
generated content. This is probably one to pick up when it is on sale cheap.. A slick and small score attack shooter. Perfectly
suited for short sessions; keeps me going back with its daily challenges. It looks very nice, shooting and feels proper juicy. The
only downside is the music - dull and unfitting.
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